Association rule mining is one of the most significant tasks in data mining. The essential concept of association rule is to mine the positive patterns from transaction database. But mining the negative patterns has also received the interest of publishers in this region. This paper shows an efficient algorithm (IMLMS-GA) for mining both positive and negative association rules in transaction databases. The goal of this study is to build up a new model for mining negative and positive (PR & NR) association rules out of transaction data sets. The proposed model is based on two models, the MLMS model and the Interesting Multiple Level Minimum Supports (IMLMS) model. This paper proposes a new approach (IMLMS-GA) for mining both negative and positive association rules. The interesting frequent patterns and infrequent patterns mined by the IMLMS-GA algorithm. This algorithm is accomplished in two phase: a. First phase find all frequent patterns & infrequent patterns b. Second phase efficiently generate positive and negative association rule by using useful frequent pattern set. The experimental results prove that the IMLMS-GA can remove the scale of uninteresting association rules and generates better results than the previous positive and negative association rule mining algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Association rules was initially introduced by R. Agrawal et al [1] , which is an important method in data mining. Initially association rules, for mining user transaction database association between pattern sets, that is the form X→Y, interesting rule, strong relation, which is defined as positive association rule, is a strong association of the correspondent model, and there are number of mining algorithm [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In fact, a lot of algorithms which is based on this technology cannot extract the unseen patterns from the transaction databases, these unseen patterns are called the negative association rule, which has week relation, less frequency, meaningful association and the characteristic of the meaningful association in the transaction databases which is difficult to extract. These rules describe that which data pattern has less frequency and it can define a week relation but hold very precious information, such as: X→￢Y、￢X→Y、￢X→￢Y. So this mining unseen pattern is very important.
Presently used for the negative association rules mining algorithm is not too much, such as [3] proposed a positive and negative association rules mining algorithm based on minimum interestingness, a positive and negative association rules mining algorithm based on support, confidence and correlation coefficient in [4] , and a negative association rules mining algorithm based on Dual confidence in [5] .
Negative association rules look for all infrequent pattern sets, and the infrequent pattern sets in the database is exponential, which is also the main reason of studying negative association rules more difficult than positive association rules. While obtained the support of all infrequent pattern set is meaningless. For example, for the negative association rules X→￢Y, X∪Y is the infrequent pattern set, but both X and Y are frequent pattern sets, Therefore, a negative association rules mining can be divided into two parts: a: Find all the frequent pattern sets from the transaction database; b: Determine negative association rules based on frequent pattern sets [6] . There are many algorithms can be used directly to solve the first part, such as the Apriori algorithm, FP-growth algorithm Improved Apriori. This paper describes an association rule mining algorithm to extract meaningful association or interesting patterns in massive data. Positive association rules are used to discover the interesting relationship between the pattern sets and other in the large data, generating the meaningful association between these patterns.
BASIC CONCEPTS 2.1 Positive and Negative rules
A strong positive association is referred to as a positive relation between two data sets. Negative relation implies a negative rule between the two pattern sets. However, strong negative associations disclose only the existence of negative rules in an unseen representation and do not give the real negative rules .Unlike existing mining techniques, this paper extends conventional associations to include association rules of forms A→⌐B, ⌐A→B, and ⌐A→⌐B, which indicate negative associations between pattern sets. Lets illustrate rules of the form A→B positive rules, and rules of the another forms negative rules [7] . While positive association rules are useful in marketing analysis, negative association rules also play key roles in marketing analysis.
For example: there are four types of products each product has profit gain P=20%, Q=30%, R=60%, S=80%.The goal of the market analysis team is to consider only those product which has high profit gain, positive rules help in determine which product can be adopt, negative association rules help in determine which product can be ignored, The goal of market analysis team is to ensure a fair and efficient trading for all suppliers through a signal system assume that each piece of evidence P, Q, R and S, can cause a signal of profit and loss, if having rules in the form P→¬X, Q→¬ X, R →X and S→X ,the team can make the decision of profit gain when P,Q occurs, in other words ,signal caused by P ,Q can be ignored.
Pruning Strategy
The above study suggest that, there can be a huge number of infrequent pattern set in transaction database, and only some of them are interesting for mining strong association rules .However, pruning strategy is to well-organized search for interesting frequent pattern set. In case of mining positive association rules, adopt minimum support and minimum confidence threshold values to improve the usability of the rules. Through the outcome analysis, found that the association rules are generated in the form X→Y and X→¬Y .In particular situation the association rule of the form ¬X→¬Y is very large, but these negative association rules are little use in real application [8] .
Let's assume that the database in a electronic shop contain t transactions .Now lets concern the sale of Laptop (L) and computer(c), and came to mine the rule of the form ¬L→¬C, which shows contradict relation user cannot purchase both items at same time. This rule is not helpful to analyze the market basket. So consider a pruning strategy that, not to adopt the part of association rules of the form ¬L→¬C to reduce search space and improved efficiency.
Genetic Algorithm
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is an artificial intelligence method. It is based on the theory of natural selection and development. A genetic algorithm (GA) is a heuristic scan the process of natural development. This heuristic scan is normally used to generate useful keys for optimization and search problems. Genetic algorithm is an iterative or level wise procedure that is appropriate for optimization problems. In order to use the genetic algorithm, the following points must be measured: Fitness value, Selection, Crossover and Mutation. Genetic algorithms place in to the big class of evolutionary algorithms (EA), which produces an optimize solution by using natural development, such as mutation, selection, and crossover, heredity relation [9] . This paper describes IMLMS_GA is applied on small data instances to discover an optimized association rule. Initially extract the sample of records from the transaction database. The algorithm learning starts as follows. A primary step population is created by randomly generated transactions. This proposed algorithm is based on extracting frequent pattern set repeatedly transforms the population by executing the following moves: (1) Fitness value: The fitness value is calculated for each individual. (2) Selection procedure: Individuals are select from the current population as parents to be concerned in reproduction. (3)Reproduction: New individuals are produced from the parents by applying genetic operators such as crossover and mutation. (4) Replacement: Some of the individuals are replaced with some another individuals (usually with their parents). One complete rotation of transforming a population is called as generation.
ALGORITHM DESIGN 3.1 Problem statement
Place L= {i1, i2....in} that contains a group of n items. Give a transaction database DB, where each transaction T is a group pattern set of L. If X is a subset of L with X is subset of T ,this proofs that a transaction T contains X. X negative association rules are an implication of the form ￢X→Y(or X→￢Y ,or ￢X→￢Y ) ,Where X, Y is subset of T and X ∩ Y= Ø . Given support S and confidence C. If DB has (100 × sup) % of the transaction contains Y but does not contain X, the support of negative association rules ￢X→Y is S, denoted as S (￢X→Y) =sup. If the transaction does not contain X, there are (100 × conf) % of the transaction contains Y, the confidence of negative association rules ￢X→Y is C, denoted as C (￢X→Y) =conf .So the support and confidence of negative association rules X→￢Y、￢X→￢Y can also be defined.
Negative association rule find seeks rules of the form rules X→￢Y、￢X→Y, value of support and confidence is greater or equal to user-defined minimum support (minsup) and minimum confidence (minconf) thresholds correspondingly, where X and Y are frequent patterns. In this paper, introducing the minimum correlation theory, so it can reduce the production of the meaningless association rule.
Correlation Coefficient (CRC)
The algorithm uses the correlation coefficient (CRC) between pattern sets to extract positive and negative association rules. The method of finding those rules whose support and confidence meet some user specified minimum support (minsupp) and minimum confidence (minconf) is called association rule mining, but some algorithm defines this condition is not sufficient for strong rule. So correlation coefficient is needed [10] . If CRC x, y <1, then itemsets X and Y is negative correlation;
If CRC x, y =1, then itemsets X and Y is independent of each other.
Interesting multilevel minimum support
Interesting multilevel minimum support with genetic algorithm aims to extract positive and negative association rule .The IMLMS_GA algorithm assigns various minimum supports to dataset with different number of length ms(i) is the different minimum support of i-itemset (i=1 to m) which are the threshold for frequent item sets ,ms(0) is threshold for infrequent item set for any pattern set X ,ifs(x)≥ms(i) then X is frequent pattern set and s(x)≤ms(i) then X is infrequent pattern set. However, the number of frequent pattern set is required for extracting to positive rule or strong relation and number of infrequent pattern is required for generation of Negative rule. Fitness function plays an important role in the search of meaningful association and positive rule.
The pruning strategy is customized to be suitable to the MLMS model. Therefore, the MLMS model with the customized pruning strategy is called IMLMS [11] . A variety of methods have been used with the customized pruning
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strategy to decrease the number of frequent pattern set and infrequent set by pruning the uninteresting patterns.
The following principle is utilized to prune uninteresting frequent pattern set: P is measured a frequent pattern set of interest(int) if s(P)≥ms(len(P)) and f(X,Y, ms(len(X∪Y)), mi)= 1, where len(X) is the number of items in an pattern set X and F(•) is a fitness function regarding the support and interest of the rule A→B, where int(X,Y) = |supp(X∪Y)-supp(X)*supp(Y)| and mi is the minimum threshold resolute by users , this threshold value is used to control the number of frequent pattern set and infrequent pattern set.
Roulette Wheel Selection
The simplest selection scheme is a roulette wheel selection, also called probability sampling with replacement .This technique is similar to a roulette wheel ,generally a section of the wheel is assigned to each of the possible individuals based on their fitness value ,which individuals has high fitness is selected. Each individual proportional in size to fitness the individual are mapped to contagious segment of a line, its such that each individual segment is equal in size to fitness a random number is selected and the individual whose segment spans is high is selected the process is repeated until the desire number of individual is obtained. Select a set of number(X>1) those pattern satisfy this condition is considered as a fittest member and discard the rest, ifs(x) ≥ms (i) then X is frequent pattern set and s(x) ≤ms (i) then X is infrequent pattern set.
Genetic operators
Genetic operators perform the evolutionary process of a population in genetic algorithm .After a new population is formed by selection procedure some individuals of the new population undergo transform by means of genetic operators to form new solution. Presentation of algorithm is depending on genetic operators, mutation and crossover are two primary operators of GA.
Crossover
Customized the standard crossover operator, and generate rules in massive data. A rule is measured as week if it consists less data instances i.e. when less data instances satisfy equally the antecedent and the consequent of the rule. Comparing a rule is considered as strong rule when it covers a lot of data instances. Apply bitwise OR and the bitwise AND for rule generalization. There are number of crossover operators that have been used on binary and real coded GA: single point crossover, multipoint cross over and uniform cross-over. With the help of single point cross over to create a new individual it will generate a single cut point and recombines the first part of the first parent with the second part of the second parent. Two point crossovers is similar to one point cross over except that two point is used in place of one, uniform crossover value of the first parent gene is assigned to the first offspring and the value of second parent gene is to the second offspring with probability with 0.2.
Mutation
Mutation operator is used to maintain genetic diversity. Mutation is a reproduction operator that changes one or more value in a new offspring from its primary state. So the outcome new gene value is added to the gene pool with this gene value, the GA may be able to arrive at better result. Mutation is performed in single individuals and used unary operator, mutation depends on the encoding as well as the crossover, mutation simulates the errors that happen with low probability during duplication.
Replacement:
A replacement approach is used to ensure that more fit genotypes are always introduced into the population. Uniqueness testing: The advantage of the genetic operators on the parent population may result in identical genotypes in the population. The algorithm first tests to ensure the new offspring does not reproduce any existing member of the population. Replacement strategy with genotype uniqueness enforced preserves genetic diversity inside the population [12] this testing permits the algorithm to discover very useful rule.
IMLMS_GA
This paper describes an algorithm which is applied on small data instances to discover the optimized association rules. IMLMS_GA utilizes improved apriori algorithm, this algorithm work in two stages:
a. The first stage produces all useful frequent pattern sets (FPS) by using, roulette wheel method b. The second stage generates positive and negative rules.
INPUT

No. Of Length
Minimum support =MS
Minimum Confidence=MC
The algorithm consists following steps: 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposes a new algorithm for mining positive and negative association rules in datasets. This method is quite different from exiting methods. The algorithm is called IMLMS_GA and is suitable for mining positive and negative rule from useful frequent and infrequent pattern sets. The algorithm is based on implemented pruning technique for reducing large number of association rules and improving the performance of algorithm and has used the Genetic fitness function to check which form positive and negative rule should be mined. The only obstacle with the implemented method is that, this mining algorithm does not work very well for large instances of database. In the future, the study is still going on to modify this approach to achieve two goals:
1. An interesting measure is added to this approach for working with cloud computing environment (large instances of databases). 
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